
Mubtilaat-us-Siyam
The Nullifiers of Fasting



1. Qadaa’: To make up
2. Kaffarah: Penalty for missing a day of fasting
3. Eating and Drinking
4. Intentional vomiting
5. Sexual Intercourse

Mubtilaat-us-Siyam
The Nullifiers of Fasting

While smoking and doing drugs is 

obviously prohibited according to most 

contemporary scholars, smoking and 

other substance consuming break the 

fast also.



If someone forgets that he or she was fasting 
and ate or drank then he must finish eating 

and then continue fasting.

True       or       False

QUICK QUIZ…



● Injections containing nourishment
● Other Medical Injections
● Regular Medicine

Medical injections



Can you get injections while fasting?
Explain why or why not...

QUICK QUIZ...



1. Eat or drink unintentionally
2. Water entering nose or ears
3. Dust or dirt going down the throat
4. Swallowing one's own saliva
5. Taking an injection (shot)
6. Applying kohl or other cosmetics to the eye
7. Taking a bath to keep cool
8. Rubbing oil to body or hair
9. To vomit unintentionally

10. Applying perfume (not permitted to inhale the smoke of incense while 
fasting. Same as the smoke of cigarettes)

11. Brushing teeth without toothpaste (using a miswak)
12. A wet dream which makes ghusl obligatory does not break the fast

Commonly thought to break the fast, but they don’
t...



List 3 actings that are thought to break the 
fast but don’t…

1.
2.
3.

QUICK QUIZ...



1. Chewing flavorless gum, rubber, plastic items, or other such 
things

2. Using toothpaste
3. Tasting any article of food or drink despite spitting it out for no 

good reason
4. Trying to quench thirst by swallowing saliva
5. To complain of hunger or thirst
6. To use too much water up the nostrils and gargle in wudu
7. Quarreling, fighting, and arguing
8. Backbiting, lying, and swearing

Discouraged Actions During Fasting



Muslim scholars allow a mother or a cook to 
taste the food they are cooking for a family of 

customers when they are cooking.

True       or       False

QUICK QUIZ...



1. Illness
2. Travel
3. Aging
4. Pregnancy and Breast Feeding
5. Menses (A woman’s monthly 

menstruation)
6. Nifaas (Post Childbirth bleeding)
7. Insanity and Unconsciousness

Exemptions from Fasting during 
Ramadan



Nursing mothers are not exempt from fasting

True       or       False

Quick Quiz...



...or atonement refers to a compensation that 
is paid due to the inability to fast

1. to give 3.5 Ibs + approx. 1.6kg of wheat per every 
missed day of fasting or 7Ibs - approx. 32kg barley 
per every missed day of fasting.

2. or………the equivalent of the above in cash per 
every missed day of fasting

Fidyah



Fadyah is payed by both young children and 
elderly that can not fast

True       or       False

QUICK QUIZ...



Interesting fact: 
-Mothers can taste the food when cooking even when they are 
fasting.
-The amount that is suppose to be paid when the fast is missed

Lessons learned: 
-Learned the main nullifiers of fasting
-learned some common actions that do not nullify the fast
-Learn some common actions that are discouraged while fasting.

Reflection



THANK YOU


